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Automobile industry has a long industrial chain, a high degree of correlation, 
obtain employment range is wide, the role of stimulating consumption and other 
characteristics, is the focus of one of the pillar industry breed. Since reforming and 
opening, Taizhou automobile industry relying on private enterprise hard 
entrepreneurship and a keen awareness of the market, the government will actively 
encourage and guide, from industry of villages and towns started, achieved from 
scratch, from small to large span type develops, in the domestic auto parts and 
vehicle manufacturing field has a certain influence. However, in recent years the 
factor of production cost rises continuously, environmental resources constraint 
become apparent, the automobile industry competition is ceaseless aggravate, the 
development of Taizhou automobile industry faces increasing pressure. How to 
accelerate the transition to upgrade pace, enhance industrial competitiveness, realize 
the strategic breakthrough, for the Taizhou automobile manufacturing industry is an 
urgent and arduous strategic task. For significant social collaborative production 
characteristics of the automobile industry, enhance the upstream and downstream 
enterprises cooperation ability, constructing industrial chain collaborative network 
system, access to industry chain synergistic effect, will be the economic 
globalization and the information network era, promote automotive industry 
competitiveness is one of the effective ways. 
In this context, a combination of my own work practice, comprehensive use of 
industrial economics theory of knowledge, the use of literature research, comparison 
research, empirical research methods, analysis of Taizhou automobile industry 
development history, status and characteristics, analysis of Taizhou automobile 
manufacturing industry chain collaboration the existence question and the 
insufficiency, and based on the automotive industry chain relationship evolution 














put forward to advance Taizhou car manufacturing industry chain collaborative 
optimization path and proposal. Meanwhile, I hope this paper can play forward role, 
stimulate research upsurge, joint exploration of promoting industry chain 
collaboration development effective way and pattern. 
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